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This report is the second of a series in a wind-tun-

nel investigation planned to determine the aerodynamic

characteristics of airplane wings in spinning attitudes.
The first report covers the aerodynamic characteristics

of a rectangular Clark Y monoplane wing; this report
gives the aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular

Clark Y biplane cellule with equal upper and lower wings,

gap equal to the chord, no decalage, and 25 percent stag-

ger. The tests were made with the spinning balance in
the _f.A.C.A. 5-foot vertical tunnel.

The results are given in coefficient form with re-

spect to the body axes. An analysis of the data was made

and a discussion of the results based on the analysis is

given to aid in predicting the spinning characteristics
of airplanes having this wing arrangement.

The analysis indicates that a conventional airplane

using this wing combination will, in general, spin with

inward sideslip; it will attain equilibrium in a steady
spin from 30 ° to 70 ° angle of attack if the yawing-moment

coefficient produced by interference and parts of the

airplane other than the wings is small, about 0_01 oppos-
ing the spin; it will not spin if the yawing-moment coef-

ficient is greater than 0.025 opposing the spin; and it

is less likely to spin if it is statically unstable in
yaw (body axis) in spinning attitudes.
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I_TRODUCTION

General methods of theoretical analysis of airplane

spinning characteristics have been available for some

time. Some of these methods of analysis might be used by

designers to predict the spinning characteristics of pro-

posed airplane designs if the necessary aerodynamic data

were known.

To provide these data, the N.A.C.A. is conducting in-

vestigations, using the spinning balance, to determine the

aerodynamic forces and moments on airplane models, and on

the various parts of airplane models, in spinning atti-

tudes. The present investigation, to determine the spin-

ning characteristics of wings, is planned to include vari-

ations in airfoil sections, plan forms, and tip shapes of

monoplane wings and variations in stagger, gap, and decalage

for biplane cellules. The first series of tests, made on

a rectangular Clark Y monoplane wing, are reported in ref-

erence 1. That report also gives an analysis of the data

for predicting the probable effects of various important

parameters on the spin for normal airplanes using such a

wing.

The present report is the second of the series. It

gives the aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular

Clark Y biplane cellule in spinning attitudes and in-

cludes a discussion of the data, using the method of anal-

ysis given in reference 1.

APPARATUS AND MODELS

The tests were made on the spinning balanc_ In the

N.A.C.A. 5-foot vertical wind tunnel. The tunnel is de-

scribed in reference 2 and the balance, which measured

all six components of the force and moment, is described

in reference 3.

The biplane cellule had similar upper and lower

Clark Y wings with 25-percent stagger, 0 ° decalage, and a

gap/chord ratio of 1.0. These wings were of laminated ma-

hogany and were rectangular in plan form with 5-inch

chords and S0-inch spans. They were rigidly fastened to-

gether with struts and braces of 3/32-inch steel rod.
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Figure I is a sketch of the model showing the locations

of the airfoils, the bracing, and the ball-clamp attach-
ment for the spinning ba!ance.

TESTS

In order to cover the probable spinning range, tests
were made at approximately 30 °, 40 ° , 50 o , 60 e, and 70 o an-

gles of attack. At each angle of attack tests were made

with sides&ips of approximately l0 °, 5e, 0 °, -50, • and-10 °.

At each angle of sideslip and at each angle of attack

tests were made with values of Ob/2V of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75,
and 1.00. The angles of attack and sideslip were meas-

ured in the plane of symmetry at the quarter-chord p0int

of the upper wing. The quarter-chord point of the upper
wing was also the center of rotation for all tests. The

stops used in setting the model gave _ngles of attack and
sideslip slightly different from those desired. The ex-

act angles tested were measured a-_& the Fl_t_ convorte_! to
• j..the even angles. Because of the varlo_ons i]_ the balance

readings each test condition was repeated five times to
insure consistent results.

The tunnel air speed was 75 feet per second for tests

with _b
_ = 0.25 and 0.50, and it was 65 and 48.8 for _b =

2V

0.75 and 1.00, respectively. ThelReynolds ];umbers of the

tests were about 196,000 for the highest air speed and
138,000 for the lowest air speed. Previous tests (refer-

ence 3) showed no appreciable change in scale effect for
this range.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data were converted to coefficient form by the
following relations:

X Cy = Y CZ = Z

C t = -_- Cm = -}_- Cn
qbS qbS

N

qbS
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The forces and moments used to obtain the coefficients were

averages of those from the five tests. All coefficients

are standard IT.A.C.A. coefficients excepting Cm, which

is based on the span of the wing instead of the chord, and

which may be converted to the standard coefficient by mul-

tiplying it by 6. All coefficients are given with the con-

ventional sign for right spin_.

The data and attitudes are given for the quarter-

chord point of the upper wing at zero radius. The coeffi-

cients in body axes may be converted to any other point

of rotation in the plane of symmetry by the following re-

lations. The converted coefficients are marked with a

subscript,
2

,-v _ Iv h _ = c,.,/v__\,
= cx(v ) = Cykv J Cz, ",',,v,.,

!_\ 2

\V_ /

Cm : [C m + z - x C ] _V-_ _
1 b Cx b Z "\V_/

and
Cn_ = [C n - _ Cy] i/

whore x is the distance forward (positive) of the new

center of rotation from the quarter-chord of

the upper wing.

Z, the distance of the new center of rotetion be-

low (positive) the quarter-chord of the upper

wing.

by

V]

the span of the wing.

V 12 T_ 12

-tlI

V 2 + V _-- + V_'-_--

2 z q £._b\

cos _ cos _ + _-\2V/

v l

V
= sin _ +

2xr ,,,.O.b'_ 2zp /_b\,
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%V l

V

2xq /_b'h
sin cos -

= COS Ct COS

q

thus

r : COS _ Si_l (_

- z %;z
_z : tan ....

Ul

vl
_l = sin-_ Vl

The data in coefficient form are _!otted against angle

of attack in the groun d system of axes for the longitu@_inal

force Cxti in figure 2 and all coefficients are given in

the bo&y system of axes in figures S to 8. Sample curves

of the moment coefficients plotted against angle of side-

sllp and 2-V in body axes are given in figures 9 to ll.

The spread of the test data indicated that the results

are correct to within the following limits:

CX, iO.Ol Cl , I0.002

Cy, iO.O1 Cm, :£0.005

C z, ÷0.04 Cn, _0.002

!To corrections have been made for the effects of the

tunnel, scale, interference of the balance, or of the

struts and bracing system.

The data for CX, are given for the ground system

of axes (fig. 2) because these values have been used in

the analysis. In order to avoid confusion, the following

discussion _ill be confined to the data in the body sys-
tem of axes.

The values 0f CX, longitudinal-force coefficient

(fig. S), are small and usually negative.
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The values of Cy, lateral-force coefficient (fig. 4),

are small and generally positive _;,ith negative (outward)

sideslip and negative with _os!tive sideslip. The values

of Cy increase with _b/2_ " and with anglo of attack,

The values of C Z, normal-force coefficient (fig, !_),

ar3 large and negative and they increase in the negative

sense with ':_b/2V and with angle of att ......z up to about

50 ° . Ti_o anglo of attack of maximum negative values of

C Z decreases with increasing values of _b/2V. The

changes in C Z with sideslip are sor,_ewhat irregular and

depend upon the value of _b/27.

The rolllng-moment coefficient C[ (fig. 6) increases

with angle of attack from a negative value at small anglos

of attack to a positive value at large a__les except for

small values of J_b/2V, where the rate of change is small.

At low values of g_b/2V, C% has a larger positive value

with negative (outward) sideslip ti!an it does with p osl-

tive sideslip; _hcre_s, at the larger values of _b_2\r,

the change in C_ with sideslip becomes si:aller and ir-

regular.

The pitching-moment cooffic:iont Cm (fig. 7) gener-

ally increases in the negative sense with angle of attack

and with g_b,/2Y. The changes in Cm with sideslip are

irregular.

robe. yawin_z-moment_ coefficient Cn (fig. S) ms_ small

and, in general, decreases with the ang__!e cf attack. The

changes _.:ith C_b/2V and sideslip are small and irregular.

AI,TALY S I S

An analysis of the data was _nade to show the effects

of certain parameters on the steady spinni._g charactoris-

t$cs of an airplane using this type of b_il_lane cellule.

The method of analysis with the assu:_ptions and errors in-

volved is given in reference l,

P ar_%ue_t.crs_.- Because the wing loading, aspect ratio,

radii of gyration, pitching moments, and lift coefficients

are mostly dependent upon the characteristics of the par-
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ticular airplane, values of these variables covering the

range for normal airplanes have been used in the analysis.

A mean of these values was chosen which gave the follow-

ing parameters.

Relative density of airplane to air,

Pitching-moment inertia parameter, = =80

k z - k X

Rolling-moment and yawlng-moment inertia parameter,

2
k z - ky 2

2

k Z - k x

= 1.0

Slope of pitching-moment curve, Cm = -0.0020 (_-20 °)

Lift coefficient, CL = CXI_ (Cx, from test dat_)

Each of the parameters was varied, one at a time,

frDz the mean value while keeping all of the others at the

mean value. The values of the parameters used are:

kx

5.0, 7.5, and I0.0

= 60, 80, 100, and 120

k-m, - ky 2

k.._ - kx 2
: 0.5, !.0, 1.5, and 2.0

cm = -0.0010 (a - 20 o), -0.0015 (a - 200 ), -0.0020

(_ - 200), -0.0025 (_ -20°), and -0.0030

(o_- 20o)

CL= 0.8 CX_,, CX", and 1.2 CX'_

The variations in _ include the range of wing load-

ings of conventional airplanes. The value of _ = 2.5

corresponds to an airplane having a wing loading of 6

pounds per square foot and a span of 31.2 feet, and _ = l0
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corresponds to a wing loading of 20 with a span of 26.1

feet; both values are for standard atzaospheric conditions

at sea level. •

k _ ky _b 2 • -

The variations in 2 _ and................ _ _ cover

., k X

tl-e range given in reference 4 for ll airplanes. These

parameters may be written as and ,
C - A

respectlvely9 w-sere

g (C-A)

2

A = mk X , the moment of inertia about the X axis.

B = inky 2, the moment of inertia abo_t the Y axis.

C = mkz =, the moment of inertia about the Z axis.

Discus_sion_gf rC_sults - qf_ ana!zs_iA.r Figures 12 and

13 are sample plots used for obtaining the balance of

aerodynamic and gyroscopic rolling moments for various an-

gles of sideslip and yawing moment with ancle of attack.

Because of the large values of outward sideslip re-
quired for balance at 60 o and 70 ° angles of attack, ex-

trapolation of data be_-ond the range of _ = I0 ° was nec-

essary for most oases. These extrapolated values for a

balance of rolling mo_nents, except" for a few cases, prob-

ably give a reasonable indication of the sideslip neces-

sary to justify their use. }{uch extrapolation for the

values of Cn does not appear to be reasonable so the

values are not given for some conditions.

The angles of sideslip required for a balance of

pitching moments and rolling moments are plotted against

the variations in the parameters in figures 14 to 18.

The yawing moments req_:ired by the parts of the airplane

other than the wings and inertia are plotted against vari-

ations in the p_rameters in figures 19 to 23.

The sideslip required for balance in a steady spin is

always positive (inward) and in only two cases is it less

than 5 °. The changes in sideslip with angle of attack are

large. Usually these changes are comparatively small be-

low 50 ° angle of attack but above this point the sideslip

increases rapidly, reachingoa maximum above 60 ° angle of
attack and usually below 70 .
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The required amount of sideslip generally decreases
with increasing slope of the pitching-moment curve (fig.

14). The variation of sideslip with changes in the density

of the airplane (fig. 15) are large for most angles of at-

tack and the variations with angle of attack are large for

lightly loaded airplanes. The changes in sideslip pro-
duced by variations in the lift coefficient are small for

a given angle of attack (fig. 16). In general, the side-

slip increases with the inertia pitching-moment parameter

b 2
2 _ (fig. 17) but the rate of change is small and

k Z - k X

irregular. The sideslip decreases with an increase in the

rolling-moment and yawing-moment inertia parameter
2

kz2 - _Y--- (fig. 18) and the changes are large for the
2

k Z -k X

higher angles of attack.

An analysis was made with the data converted to the

quarter-chor& point mi_,_ay between the wings of the bi-

plane. The analysis showed that the sideslip required was
generally about 2 ° less than it was for the original data.

In other details the variations were quite similar. The

results are not given because of the extrapolation re-
quired to obtain the data.

The yawing-moment coefficient Cn req_ired by the

parts of the airplane other than the wings is negative

and, for a steady spin, requires a yawing moment opposing

the spin except for a single case where it is positive,

but small_ The changes in Cn required with the various

parameters are too small to be of much importance except

for the inertia parameter 2 2 and the density
k Z - kX

parameter _.

The yawing-moment coefficient required is about

-0.005 for the lowest relative density used (fig. 20) and

it increases somewhat for the higher densities. The value
of Cn decreases from about zero for the lowest value of

kZ_ - k_ to about -0°02 for the highest value (fig, 2Z).

kz _ - kf
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The analysis with the data converted to the quarter-
chord point midway between the wi_gs of the biplane showed
the same general characteristics and usually slightly
larger values of -C n than wore obtained for the original
data.

The prediction of the _ossibility of an airplanels
spinning or the probability of its attaining a dangerous
spin is dependent, using the foregoing analysis, upon the
aerodynamic yawing-moment characteristics of t!_e parts of
the airplane other than the wings and of the interference
effects.

The aerodynamic yawing moments produced by the fuse-
lage and handing gear depend upon their shape and distri-
bution of area. Some results obtained by the British for
fuselages are reported in references 5 and 6. The _£.A.C.A.
is conducting an investigation with _)rsssure distribution
on the fuselage and _all surface o_ an X_2.-1 airplane in
flight a_Id the "_'esults are to be published later. The

yawing moments prod:_ccd by th_ em1-onuago depend upon its
distance from the center of gravity; upon the areas, the

shape, and the loc ___on of the vertical and the horizon-

tal surfaces with respect to each other as well as to the
fuselage; and upon t_._o limits of the control movemQnts and

their attitude with respect to the relative wind. The ef-
fects of 5one of these variables have been investigated

and are reported in references 5 to 10.

The geometry of the spin indicates tllat the greater
the sideslip in the outward sense and/or the h_gher the
rate of rotation, the more effective the vortical tail

surfaces will be for producing yawing moments opposing
the spin. Another factor that must be considered is the

static stability of the airplane in yaw (body axes) in

the particular attitude in question. If the airplane is

statically stable, outward sideslip will give an incre-

ment of yawing moment opposing the spin and if it is stat-

ically unstable, inward sideslip will give an increment

of yawing moment opposing the spin. In other words, an

airplane that has fin area ahead of the center of gravity

is less llkbly to attain a dangerous spin if the sideslip

is inward than if the sideslip is outward.

Since the analysis shows that an airplane with this

wing arrangement will probably always spin with inward
sideslip, the vertical tail surfaces will be at a disad-

vantage for producing yawing moments opposing the spin
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especially at the higher angles of attack, where _ is

large and the airpl_n_e is lithely to spin flat. In order

to increase the yawing momcnts opposing the spin from the

fin and rudder as well as from stability, if the airplane

is statically stable in yaw, any change in the parameters

that will reduce _ will be beneficial. The analysis

shows that _ will be reduced especially at the higher

kZ _ - ky 2
angles of attack by increasing -C m, _, and - _-........_- ,

k Z - k X

b_

and by reducing 2 • The yawing-moment cooffi-
k Z - kx 2

cients produced by the wings, however, show increasing

values aiding the spin, v_ith increasing values of -C m

kz 2 - ky 2
(fig. 19), and --_ _- (fig. 23). The resulting ef-

k Z - k X

fects, on the spin, of changing either or both of these

two parameters will depend upon their relative importance

for the particular airplane.

It is apparent that to predict the spinning charac-

teristics of a particular airplane, the aerodynamic char-

actcristics m_ast be better known than they are at present.

These results, ho_ever, indicate some interesting facts

about the spinning characteristics of normal airplanes

using this wing arrangement. These facts may be stated

as follous: (1) Tl_e airplane will normally spin with in-

ward sideslip. (i_) Yawing-moment coefficients, about -0.02

or less, opposing the spin will be required to make the

airplane balance in a steady spin from S0 c to 70 ° angle of

attack. (S) Yawing-moment coefficients opposing the spin

slightly greater than the maximum required for a balance,

in any particular case, will prevent the steady spin. A

maximum value of -0.025 should be sufficient to prevent

the steady spin for all normal conditions. (4) Some parar_-

eters give opposing results and the prediction will degend

upon the relative importance of the variables.

CONCLUSIONS

Provided that the _dded arbitrary constants to the

rolling-moment and yawi_g-moment coefficients are of the

right order of magnitude, the following conclusions are
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indicated by the analysis presented for a conventional bi-

plane with rectangular Clark Y wings having 25 percent

stagger, gap equal to the chord, and zero decalage.

Io The value of the yawing-moment coefficient re-

quired from the fuselage, tail, and interference effects

for steady spinning cquillbri_im is small and nearly always

negative (opposing the spin) throughout the angle-of-attack

range investigated. It aT_pears that the spinning attitude

of the airplane will depend mostly upon details of arrange-

ment of the fuselage and tail.

2. The maximum yawi_-moment coefficient that must

be supplied by all parts of the airplane other than the

wings to insure recovery from steady spinning equilibrium

is Cn = -0.025.

3. Decreasing the static stability in yaw when feasi-

ble (making more positive the slope of curve of yawing mo-

ment against sideslip, e,g., adding fin area ahead of the

c.g.) about body axes at spinning angles of attack de-

creases the possibility of attaiz_in_ equilibrium of yawing

moments and hence tends to prevent the spin.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., March 16, 1935.
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